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Abstract—The feelings expressed on the face reflect the manner of thinking and provide useful insights of happenings inside the brain. Face Detection enables us to identify a face. Recognizing the facial expressions for different emotions is to familiarize the machine with human like capacity to perceive and identify human feelings, which involves classifying the given input images of the face into one of the seven classes which is achieved by building a multi class classifier. The proposed methodology is based on convolutional neural networks and works on 48x48 pixel-based grayscale images. The proposed model is tested on various images and gives the best accuracy when compared with existing functionalities. It detects faces in images, recognizes them and identifies emotions and shows improved performance because of data augmentation. The model is experimented with varying depths and pooling layers. The best results are obtained sequential model of six layers of Convolutional Neural Network and softmax activation function applied to last layer. The approach works for real time data taken from videos or photos.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Facial emotion recognition is a part of nonverbal communication. Recognizing emotions or detecting face from input image is a challenging task. Facial emotion detection is very useful in the research field of robotics, in detecting mental disorders and in marketing division as well. Human face detection has numerous applications in computer vision domain. Facial expression detection and analysis helps in sentiment analysis of humans. The proposed methodology presents a model, which can detect, recognize and understand the emotion of any given input image by creating different pipelines. Output of face detection pipeline is the bounding box faces. Then the output will be fed to face recognition pipeline. Face recognition verifies the given two images and outputs the Boolean value. Using convolutional neural network, model is built to detect seven classes of emotions that is sad, fear, disgust, neutral, angry, surprise and happy. Model is trained using open-source dataset that is FER (Face Emotion Recognition), downloaded from Kaggle. Using image augmentation model performance is improved.

The capability to recognize and differentiate among different faces is a boon for humans. Now with the evolution of technology in machine learning and computer vision, even computers can recognize different faces and are able to distinguish between them. Using face detection and recognition access to security applications can be improved. Example iPhone does the payments and the processes doesn’t require any actual card. The model can also be used in crime detection and other healthcare related applications. Existing functionalities or models focus on analysis of complete facial features, and hence with multiple features it will be very confusing to train the model using convolutional neural network. The proposed model mainly focuses on detecting seven classes of emotions that is happy, sad, anger, disgust, fear, surprise and neutral. The proposed methodology uses face recognition library for detecting the facial locations.

The study [28] indicates the importance of identifying emotions in people, so that any physiological expressions can be detected and handled at an early stage. Facial Detection is nothing but the ability to identify the facial location of any given input image or in any video frame. Bounding box will be the output of the identified face. Face Recognition is nothing but comparing multiple faces to verify whether the face belong to same person. Face recognition is done using by differentiating among the embedding vectors of the face. Detected faces emotion is recognized using the model built based on convolutional neural network.

Face detection can be regarded as object class detection where facial locations can be identified and specify the size of the objects being detected in a specific image or images. With the advent of technology, it is now possible to identify the faces, in image or frame without any constraints like head posture, lighting, illumination, skin color. Face recognition determines whether the given images have face that is positive or negative. To achieve this motive, algorithm applied for the purpose will be trained on large datasets. Once the algorithm is trained, algorithm will be capable of analyzing the images to detect the object that is face in any images. When it comes to face detection, it is very essential for any algorithm used to know the parts of the given image to generate the face prints that are compared with the face prints stored previously to check the match.

The research [29] discusses the need of facial detection and emotion detection during the COVID-19 pandemic times. It further elaborates on the effectiveness of face recognition, face detection and emotion detection in the nonverbal communication.

Section II elaborates on the earlier works done, available methodologies and model building approaches. Section III focuses on the proposed work. Section IV discusses the obtained results. Section V summarizes the proposed work done.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

The author in [7] has presented a model, which automatically recognizes face and facial emotions and classifies the emotions into eight different classes. This model uses Support vector machine algorithm for classification and the accuracy is almost 94%. This machine learning based model is used to detect real time images along with static images, and it cannot detect multiple faces in a given frame. Initially for face detection, HAAR cascade algorithm is used. Then using the face landmarks, trained dataset along with support vector machine algorithm face detection can be performed.

In [20], the author proposed a smart vision model, which can detect human face and emotions respectively. This model uses deep convolutional network for training the model. Even after applying some of the filters, accuracy achieved in the range of 48% to 80%. The model is used for classifying seven different emotions along with face recognition. Model uses swish activation function which is more efficient in terms of performance and maximum accuracy can be reached. Filters are nothing but parameters and layers in a fully connected neural network. Basically, shallow network (single layer) and modern deep network (8 layers) results are compared and dropout mechanisms are used to avoid overfitting.

The author in [10] proposes a deep learning model for emotion detection. Two different datasets are considered and performance evaluation of the proposed methodology is carried out. Validation accuracy and loss, computationally complex and time per step, learning rate, and detection rate are the factors considered for performance evaluation. Model is trained using convolutional neural network. The accuracy achieved is 79%. In [23], Viola Jones face detection algorithm is used for face detection in the image. The proposed methodology is used for human voice detection based on Mel frequency components. KNN classifier algorithm is used for facial emotion detection. Accuracy achieved is more than 90%. Features or a component of the face is calculated and these features are stored as database. Then face detection and emotion recognition can be done using these features stored in the database.

The authors in [5] proposed face detection model based on auto assistance neural network. Earlier approaches had both patch-based auto assistance neural networks integrated with global local-based auto assistance neural network. Accuracy achieved is 90% for detecting six classes of emotion. Model can be used to detect four classes of emotions in videos. The model can be used for detecting dynamic emotion detection from human videos.

The author in [25], proposes a model which makes use of two algorithms, one is based on colour intensity estimation and the other is based on Viola-Jones algorithm. Model is used to detect emotions based on spotting the micro expressions on the face. Colour intensity-based algorithm is very useful for smaller images and faster as well on coloured images. Viola-Jones algorithm can be used for greyscale images and high-resolution images. Both algorithms considered provide efficient outcomes in recognizing the face and eyes areas in the image. Model cannot predict entire face with higher accuracy.

The article [12], presents a model, which can be used for facial classification of emotion recognition. When considered face, there will be numerous factors that need to considered, like skin colour, textures, eye position and mouth and so on. The first step in this model is to recognize the skin using elliptical boundary. For facial features detection, an algorithm for extracting geometric and other anthropometric features from face image. Training and testing are done based on the classifiers and the accuracy achieved is 57% for detecting six different classes of emotions.

The author in [24] proposed the facial expression detection model based on Fisher face model. Facial features can be extracted using fisher face and facial expression detection is done using neural networks. The model is very sensitive in terms of illumination, noise and different backgrounds images are not suitable for this model. Accuracy is almost 86.85%.

The emotion detection of facial expression requires an image that is face of the person that needs to be recognized. Speech recognition doesn’t require any image or person details. This model can be used in health department, education and customer service. Intelligence service makes use of this method to find the truthfulness of the investigation. The model uses MFCC for various frequency sound processing and it also uses Universal background models which eliminate the overfitting problems along with Gaussian mixture models for normal distribution as discussed in [1].

The authors in [8] propose a model which will capture image and detect the facial emotion based on Viola-Jones algorithm and prepares a list of song based on the emotion recognized. Viola-Jones algorithm is used for face detection and Fisher face features classifier is used for emotion detection. Model is used for detecting the face and based on the face detected, emotion recognition is performed and based on the emotion of the user, and music player is built. Accuracy is less.

One of the greatest challenges faced during face recognition is occlusion detection. This model is used for detecting the missing information in the occluded face. Viola-Jones algorithm is used for face detection and principal component analysis is used for face reconstruction and neural networks are used for face recognition. When considered other algorithms or methods, neural network yields the best result as seen in [19].

The author [22] proposed a model that is an electric wheelchair with emotion detection of the user with impairment. For capturing images, an RPI board with camera is used to record the frames captured in a video stream, along with Raspberry P12 and B model incorporated. This model can recognize the face using the images captured from the streams through sample python scripting, for face detection and sample emotion detection. Only three emotions classes were detected that is anger, fear or danger.

Study [17] elaborates on a model that is built based on hidden markov model, which can detect real time user’s emotion. The model can detect six different classes of
emotions. Using hidden markov model, facial expressions can be separated and identified automatically. Model is not suitable for different positions and texture or orientation of the face with respect to images. And the accuracy is very low.

The research [3] proposes a methodology where local histograms are normalized along with their features. These features have orientations that is gradient and give better results for human detection along with densely overlapped grids. A new pedestrian database is introduced by the authors. The impact of different descriptor boundaries for fine-scale angles, fine direction binning, coarse spatial binning, nearby differentiation standardization in covering descriptor blocks is immensely significant for great execution.

The focal point of this investigation is on PC computerized impression of human feeling as discussed in [6]. The investigation was based on utilization of Fisher faces for the acknowledgment of human feeling in facial pictures. Large number of Fisher face models are trained and the overall model is considered in contrast to an autonomous test set. The results obtained are used to construct and test a compound progressive framework that endeavors to decipher human feeling continuously utilizing face discovery and calculations in combination with the look examination technique. Outcomes demonstrate that Fisher faces can be valuable in anticipating feeling dependent on content recovered from facial pictures.

Research [16] manages two particular utilizations of PCA in picture handling. The principal application comprises of picture shading that decrease, while the three shading segments are diminished into one containing a significant part of data. The second utilization of PCA exploits eigenvectors properties for assurance to choose object direction. Different strategies can be utilized for past object identification. Nature of picture division suggests to consequences of the accompanying cycle of item direction assessment dependent on PCA as well. Introduced paper momentarily presents the PCA hypothesis from the start and proceeds with its applications referenced previously. Results are archived for the chosen genuine pictures.

The study [2] features the improvement of an Android stage-based application named XBeats which goes about as a Music Player dealing with Picture Preparing essentials to catch, investigate and present music according to the feeling or temperament of the client utilizing this application. Android application was created utilizing the Android SDK programming and OpenCV programming was utilized to execute facial acknowledgment calculations and falls. The one-of-a-kind part of this task is that it centers around facial acknowledgment on the Android stage dissimilar to that on PC frameworks which utilize normally accessible programming projects for something similar. This article additionally gives correlation between utilization of different arrangement calculations utilized for facial location.

Recent FER frameworks spotlight on two significant issues: overfitting brought about by an absence of adequate preparing information and articulation inconsequential varieties, like light, head posture and personality predisposition. For the best in class in deep FER, the article [14], presents existing novel profound neural organizations and related preparing methodologies that are intended for FER dependent on both static pictures what's more, powerful picture groupings and talk about their benefits and restrictions. Several demonstrations and exploratory correlations on generally utilized benchmarks are likewise summed up. Later stretch out the overview to extra related issues and application situations. At the end, audit the leftover difficulties and comparing open doors in this field just as future headings for the plan of vigorous profound FER frameworks.

In [21], author proposes an emotion recognition framework which can be created by using the advantages of profound learning and various applications like criticism investigation, face opening and so forth can be carried out with great exactness. The primary focal point of this work is to make a Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) model that groups five unique human facial feelings. The model is prepared, tried and approved utilizing the physically gathered picture dataset.

Research [26] proposes a methodology to examine expressions of the face, dependent on both permanent and transient facial features, in an almost front facing view face picture grouping. The AFA framework perceives fine-grained changes in expressions of the face into action units (AU) of the Facial Action Coding System (FACS), rather than a couple of prototypic articulations. Multistate face and facial segment models are proposed for following and demonstrating the different facial highlights, including lips, eyes, foreheads, cheeks, and wrinkles. During following, point by point parametric depictions of the facial highlights are separated. With these boundaries as the sources of information, a gathering of activity units are perceived whether they happen alone or in blends. The framework has accomplished normal acknowledgment paces of 96.4% for upper face AU and 96.7% for lower face AU.

The authors of [4] have proven that emotional facial expressions are universal. Many other studies signify that different other culture, literate people show up the same expressions for few similar emotions. So by this fact, one can draw the conclusion that facial expressions are universal. And different cultured people have different expressions, but people in all variety of cultures are exposed to one single emotion and almost majority had the same expressions, irrespective of their facial shape, the expression was similar. Dataset was generated by considering three sets of faces using New Guinea. From the hypothesis curve, the results prove that facial expressions for certain emotions are universal.

In speech, emotion recognition is a theme on which little examination has been done to date. In [9], the authors talk about why emotions to be recognized in speech is an intriguing and relevant exploration point and present a framework for feeling acknowledgment utilizing one-class-in-one neural organizations. By utilizing an enormous data set of phonemes adjusted words, our framework is speaker and setting autonomous. Upon testing eight emotions approximately 50% of recognition rate was achieved.

Facial recognition framework is utilized in numerous applications going from HCI, reconnaissance to feelings. The
extension is wide and a great deal should be possible in this field. Highest accuracy is achieved through Neural Network (NN) as a classifier and the blend of Gabor Wavelet (GW) and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is likewise great with a precision of 91.2 and 90%. The other techniques like Principal Component Analysis and Support Vector Machine's exhibition were low as discussed in [11].

The study [15] primarily considers face recognition with the segments by face parsing (FP). Considering the burden that various pieces of face contain distinctive measure of data for look and the weighted capacity are not the equivalent for various appearances, a thought is proposed to perceive look utilizing segments which are dynamic in demeanor exposure. The face parsing finders are prepared through deep conviction network and tuned by logistic regression. The identifiers initially recognize face, and afterward identify nose, eyes and mouth progressively. A profound engineering pretrained with stacked autoencoder is applied to face recognition with the concentrated highlights of distinguished parts. The parsing segments eliminate the excess data in articulation acknowledgment, and pictures should not be adjusted or some other fake treatment.

The authors in [13] proposed a deep convolutional neural network to arrange the 1.2 million high-goal pictures in the ImageNet challenge that is images are classified into 1000 variety of classes. Based on the testing data, the model accomplished top-1 along with top-5 blunder passes of 37.5% which is more than 17.0%, much better compared to the existing best in class. The neural organization, had 60 million boundaries and 650,000 neurons, which consists of five different convolutional layers, and some of the layers had max-pooling layers, along with three completely associated layers and last layer had 1000-way softmax activation function applied. To make processing quicker, model had non-immersing neurons along with effective GPU execution of the convolution activity. In order to reduce overfitting in the fully associated layers the model had created regularization technique called "dropout" which end up being exceptionally successful.

In the extended cohn-kanade dataset (ck+), [18] the quantity of arrangements is expanded by 22% and the quantity of subjects by 27%. The objective articulation for each succession is completely FACS coded and feeling names have been reconsidered and approved. What's more, non-presented arrangements for a few kinds of grins and their related metadata have been added. The article presents standard outcomes utilizing Active Appearance Models (AAMs) and a straight help vector machine (SVM) classifier utilizing a leave-one-out subject cross-approval for both AU and feeling location for the presented information. The feeling and AU marks, alongside the all-encompassing picture information and followed milestones will be made accessible July 2010.

Essential backpropagation, which is a straightforward strategy currently being broadly utilized in regions like example acknowledgment and deficiency finding, is inspected. The fundamental conditions for backpropagation through time, and applications to regions like example acknowledgment including dynamic frameworks, frameworks recognizable proof, and control are examined. Further expansions of this strategy, to manage frameworks other than neural organizations, frameworks including concurrent conditions, or genuine intermittent organizations, and other pragmatic issues emerging with the technique are portrayed. Pseudocode is given to explain the calculations. The chain rule for requested subordinates the hypothesis which underlies backpropagation is momentarily talked about. The emphasis is on planning an easier form of backpropagation which can be converted into PC code and applied straight by impartial organization clients as seen in [27].

III. PROPOSED WORK

- To train the model training samples or images are collected using FER Dataset. FER is nothing but Facial Emotion or Expression Recognition. Dataset contains 48x48 pixel-based grayscale facial images. FER Data is used to identify the emotions of the unseen data into one of the seven classes of emotions. The dataset is created by browsing each emotion or expression and their synonyms.

- To detect the face and recognize from the given input images, face-recognition library is used. Given any input, image is converted into grayscale image and data is stored in the form of array using numpy array. Face-recognition library loads the given input image and then encodes the loaded image into feature vector and returns the Boolean value. To detect the emotion, faces being detected are taken as input and return the emotion type.

- Using data augmentation performance of the model is improved. The performance of the model is calculated by plotting the confusion matrix that is by considering the true positive and negative values. The accuracy is nothing but the precision, recall and f1-score.

A. Issues, Controversies, Problem

Improving the automatic facial emotion recognition will help in upgrading the social knowledge in the machines. In the field of computer vision, multiple applications make use of facial emotion recognition system and it is very challenging to identify multiple facial emotion in a given frame or image.

B. Proposed Methodology

Face detection is the key mechanism for emotion detection. Because of mental thinking and physical circumstances, humans tend to change their expression from dusk till dawn. The proposed methodology consists of input image, preprocessing, face detection, face recognition, feature extraction, emotion detection/classification. During face detection, the model automatically finds the face locations from the given input image. These face locations are the output of the face detection that is bounding box face and this achieved using face detection library. Once face is detected using face detection library face recognition is done. Once face is recognized, meaningful features are extracted and face emotions or expressions will be analyzed. Basic facial features are eyebrows, eyes, nose, cheeks and mouth. Facial
expressions are classified under seven classes, happy, sad, fear, angry, disgust, neutral and surprise.

As shown in the Fig. 1, the proposed methodology contains three pipeline stages.

1) Face Detection
2) Face Recognition
3) Emotion Detection

C. Face Detection

Detecting the faces in a given image is the first stage of the pipeline. Face recognition is the python library that is used for facial detection. This python library scans any given input image and outputs the bounding box coordinates of the faces being detected in the given input image. Face detection is special case of object detection technology in which human faces are detected from given input image digitally.

D. Face Recognition

Facial recognition is done using face-recognition library which manipulates the faces from input image. Face-recognition library is built using dlib along with deep learning. Through command line options, facial recognition can be done and that is achieved through dlib’s face-recognition library. Facial detection is done using face-recognition library which return bounding box coordinates as output. Then find the required features from given input image and manipulate the features of the face from the given image. That is face recognition. Face landmarks will return person’s eyes, chin, nose and mouth. And this is how any makeup related options in the camera works.

Using encoding and based on the images trained or the dataset used, who appears in the image can be recognized using face-recognition library. Using face-recognition library, one can verify any given image and recognize who appears in the image digitally. Create two folders, one with training the model with all the images required. And the other folder which contains all the images present in the training dataset but in a different angle. Then on unseen data if the input image resembles any of the trained images, then the output will be, the model verifies the image and recognizes the face. Using face-recognition library the proposed model outputs Boolean value if the face matches, then returns true else false.

E. Emotion Detection

Human emotions can be recognized in multiple ways that is through voice, action, facial expressions, and body language and so on. Facial expressions for each emotion are innate and they are not any other part of cultural learning. But making the computer to do so is a challenging task. Facial expressions can be categorized as a form of nonverbal communication. For any given input image face detection and recognition is part of object detection and recognition from any given input images. Humans have tendency to express their emotions through facial expressions at most of the times.

The emotions can be classified into seven different classes apparently. That is happy, sad, anger, disgust, fear, neutral and surprise. The model is built using six layers of convolutional neural network as shown in the below Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer (type)</th>
<th>Output Shape</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>conv2d (Conv2D)</td>
<td>(None, 46, 46, 32)</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conv2d_1 (Conv2D)</td>
<td>(None, 44, 44, 64)</td>
<td>18496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_pooling2d (MaxPooling2D)</td>
<td>(None, 22, 22, 64)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conv2d_2 (Conv2D)</td>
<td>(None, 20, 20, 128)</td>
<td>73856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_pooling2d_1 (MaxPooling2D)</td>
<td>(None, 10, 10, 128)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conv2d_3 (Conv2D)</td>
<td>(None, 8, 8, 128)</td>
<td>147584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_pooling2d_2 (MaxPooling2D)</td>
<td>(None, 4, 4, 128)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conv2d_4 (Conv2D)</td>
<td>(None, 4, 4, 7)</td>
<td>903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conv2d_5 (Conv2D)</td>
<td>(None, 1, 1, 7)</td>
<td>791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flatten (Flatten)</td>
<td>(None, 7)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation (Activation)</td>
<td>(None, 7)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total params: 241,950
Trainable params: 241,950
Non-trainable params: 0

F. Convolutional Neural Network

Fully connected convolution neural network consists of four inputs that is input layer, and one hidden layer with five neurons and an output neuron in output layer. In fully connected neural network each neuron of the input layer is connected to all the neurons of hidden layer. Then all the computations are performed at hidden layer and the output is presented at the output layer. When any input image is fed into the convolutional layer, apply filters or choose proper parameters along with strides or padding required. Perform the operation that is convolutional on the input. For non-linearity apply Relu Activation function to the convolution operation. Pooling is performed to reduce the dimensionality. Until the error rate is reduced convolution layers are added. Then this flattened output is fed to fully connected convolution layer.
Then model will output based on the activation function used and then object detection and their classification are done.

Artificial Intelligence helps to view the world through computer vision as human does. It is nothing but bridging the gap between humans and computers. It helps in analyzing the world as humans do and perceiving the inputs in the similar fashion how human brain works. Convolutional neural network is a deep learning algorithm which can take input, assign the weights based on the objects in the image and identify these objects or different objects can be identified. Image pre-processing required is very lower when compared to other algorithms available for classification or recognition of objects. Using convolutional neural network, the model can identify any filters applied in the image without any training and they have the ability to learn these filters or characteristics of the image.

To obtain maximum values of the image portion covered by the kernel, max pooling is performed. Max pooling reduces the noise in the input along with the dimensionality reduction. Convolutional neural network will have these layers increased if the input dataset contains more complex images or to capture more low-level detailed information of the image. The output of the final layer can be fed as input for other neural networks, flatten the image which is transposing the row to column vector. Then backpropagation algorithm can be applied to get the network for each training iteration. Then after several series of epochs, model will learn through experience and would provide very accurate results.

G. Data Augmentation

Accuracy prediction for any supervised model largely depends on diversity of data and amount of data available during training. Success of any deep learning model depends on the relationship between deep learning models and the higher amount of data required. Data augmentation is a way of dealing with the problem of limited dataset. Image augmentation is nothing but synthesizing new data from the data available by applying various transformations.

Some of the simple geometric transformations applied on the images are flipping, cropping, scaling, rotating and color casting or pixel transformation that is color space transformations. The proposed model uses geometric transformation because of the positional biases present in the dataset. Color transformation helps in dealing with the problems related to lighting or illumination of the given input image. The proposed model uses keras image data generator augmentation.

As shown in the above Fig. 2, the workflow of the proposed methodology for any given input image, face detection and face recognition are done using face recognition library which python offers with upgraded version. For emotion detection, there are seven classes of emotions and the faces being detected from the image belongs to which class that needs to be detected. Dataset is downloaded from kaggle that is facial emotion recognition dataset. Once dataset is loaded, divide the number of classes of emotions. The data augmentation is done to improve the performance of the model.

IV. RESULTS

Face detection is done using face-recognition library. As shown in the Fig. 3 the output of face detection using dlib’s face-recognition library. Given input image has three human faces, and the output is the bounding box coordinates of all the three images present in the input image.

![Face Detection](image1.png)

Face recognition is done using face-recognition library. The output of the face recognition is shown in the below Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4, face recognition is nothing but verifying or comparing any given two input images and if two matches then output the Boolean value true or else false. In the below example, took two input images of the same actress and the output was true.
Each time when validation accuracy is increased, model was saved. Calculated model loss for each epoch and plotted graph against the loss occurred vs. validation loss occurred in each epoch as shown in the Fig. 5.

Model was trained using facial emotion recognition dataset. There were 28709 training samples which belong to seven different classes of emotions. And 3589 images were considered as validation samples and 3589 images were considered as testing samples. Facial emotion dataset was downloaded through kaggle. There are many open websites and from where image dataset was downloaded. Then image dataset was generated from .csv format into the specific folder. Then the dataset was used for training, validating the model and testing the model on unseen data.

As shown in the below figure, model performance was calculated by plotting confusion matrix for seven different classes of emotions considered for all validations samples considered through validation generator. The accuracy was achieved up to 85% when evaluated the model using confusion matrix as shown in the Fig. 6. Confusion matrix is actual a 2x2 matrix with actual data on one axis and predicted data on the other. Precision and recall are the important terms for performance evaluation, since positive class was considered the most and all other irrelevant or unwanted weeds are not considered while evaluating the performance of the model as shown in Fig. 7.

F1-score is the mean of both precision and recall considered. And it takes both false positive and negatives and performs well on dataset which is imbalanced.

$$F1\ score = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}$$

The output of the emotion detection is shown in the Fig. 8. The trained model is loaded and emotion is predicted for each face being detected.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed model is used for recognizing facial feelings using computer vision along with AI calculations which characterize the given input facial image into eight distinct feelings. On implementation using multiple algorithms and convolutional neural network, CNN outperforms with best
accuracy for image dataset. Model results suggest that computer can have human like capacity to recognize the feelings, at least for applications in which front facing perspectives can be expected utilizing the webcam. Proposed model performs well on classifying the given image into seven different classes of emotions irrespective of number of faces present in the image.

The proposed model consists of six convolutional layers attaining the accuracy of almost 85%. The model uses softmax activation function in the last layer of a fully connected convolutional neural network which makes the model more unique and more efficient in terms of performance. Visualization of the model is done based on the parameters, layers used and results obtained are also shown in terms of graphs and plotted confusion matrix as well for better understanding.

Emotion recognition will be exceptionally valuable soon in the exploration field of advanced mechanics and man-made reasoning for instance if a robot can detect the feelings of any human and that robot can act appropriately without any human aid. This model can be further extended for emotion recognition, can likewise be extended to the identification of different feelings other than these eight all-inclusive feelings.
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